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	Computer applications for image processing in radiological imaging have matured

	over the past decade and are now considered an indispensable tool for extracting maximal

	information from the enormous amount of data obtained with the new cross-sectional

	techniques such as ultrasound, computed tomography and magnetic resonance

	imaging. Indeed, the exquisite display of anatomy and pathology in all possible planes

	provided by these methods offers new and specifi c diagnostic information which will

	contribute to a better therapeutic management of the patient.





	This volume not only covers very comprehensively the fundamental technical aspects

	of modern imaging processing, including the latest advances in this rapidly evolving

	fi eld, but it also deals systematically and in depth with the numerous clinical applications

	in those specifi c body areas where these methods can be successfully applied.





	Special chapters are devoted to 3D image fusion and to image-guided robotic surgery.

	The well readable text is completed by numerous superb illustrations.





	The editors, all from the department of diagnostic and interventional radiology of

	the University of Pisa, are internationally well known experts in the fi eld and all share

	longstanding dedication and interest in radiological image processing, as demonstrated

	by their innovative research and publications. Other leading international experts have

	contributed outstanding individual chapters based on their specifi c expertise.





	I would like to thank and congratulate most sincerely the editors and authors for

	their superb efforts which have resulted in this much needed and excellent book which

	will be of great assistance to all radiologists in their daily clinical work, as well as to

	surgeons and other medical specialists interested in enlarging their knowledge in this

	wonderful world of radiological computer processing.





	I am confi dent that it will meet with the same success among readers as the previous

	volumes published in this series.
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Modeling and Application of Electromagnetic and Thermal Field in Electrical EngineeringSpringer, 2019

	Co-authored by an international research group with a long-standing cooperation, this book focuses on engineering-oriented electromagnetic and thermal field modeling and application. It presents important contributions, including advanced and efficient finite element analysis used in the solution of electromagnetic and thermal field problems for...
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Graphs, Networks and Algorithms (Algorithms and Computation in Mathematics)Springer, 2010

	
		This is the third edition of the classic textbook on the subject. With its clear writing, strong organization, and comprehensive coverage of essential theory it is like a personal guide through this important topic, and now has lots of extra material.
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Metrics and Methods for Security Risk ManagementSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Metrics and Methods for Security Risk Management offers powerful analytic tools that have been absent from traditional security texts. This easy-to-read text provides a handy compendium of scientific principles that affect security threats, and establishes quantitative security metrics that facilitate the development of...
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C Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2007

	C is a powerful procedural-based programming language developed in 1972 by Dennis Ritchie within the halls of Bell Telephone Laboratories. The C programming language was originally developed for use with the UNIX platform and has since spread to many other systems and applications. C has influenced a number of other programming languages,...
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DK Essential Managers: Achieving High PerformanceDK Adult, 2009

	There is no single technique for achieving excellence

	at work. High performance is attained through a

	combination of understanding yourself and your

	strengths and limitations; knowing what you want

	to achieve; and ensuring you are in an environment

	where you enjoy working and have some freedom to

	achieve what you want....
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Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better ToolsSyngress Publishing, 2016

	Coding for Penetration Testers: Building Better Tools, Second Edition provides readers with an understanding of the scripting languages that are commonly used when developing tools for penetration testing, also guiding users through specific examples of custom tool development and the situations where such tools might be used.
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